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“The pivotal question,” wrote the American Conservative on the 
2020 election, “was whether Trump’s 2016 victory was a fluke or a 
realignment.”  The answer has been definitive.  Even with a Biden 
victory, Donald Trump lost only by slim margins in a handful of states. 
Trump’s unique brand of new conservative identity politics earned him 
the support of 47% of the US popular vote. Half of the US population 
skews conservative, yet surveys show that both conservatives and 
liberals believe brands are becoming dramatically more progressive-
leaning over time. Marketing research has traditionally painted 
conservatives as late adopters of new products and loyalists to 
national, incumbent brands. Such an interpretation has no doubt 
contributed to startups eschewing this sizable demographic, but our 
research suggests a more nuanced interpretation of conservative 
consumer behavior. We believe that behavioral characteristics around 
social identity, virality, and variety seeking can make conservatives 
favorable consumer targets and many industries, particularly the tech 
industry, have been neglecting a massive source of latent demand.

Today, over 80% of customers believe brands should take a stand on social and political issues (Hootkin and Chaitin 
2019). However, there is an overall consumer consensus that the responding shift in brand identity has been decidedly 
leftward; both Democrats and Republicans believe brands are becoming culturally more liberal (Morning Consult, 
2020).  Republicans feel this shift particularly acutely, with a 34 point gap between those who think brands have 
become more liberal than conservative. As a result, many venture-backed startups have capitalized on this trend, 
taking overtly progressive social or political stances to attract like-minded customers.  

This leftward movement of companies has left a vacuum in the market for brands that purposefully attract the other 
half of the American public. It’s easy to identify the slew of household names that spend millions on liberal advertising 
campaigns: Nike, Gillette, Delta, among countless others. Such campaigns make for good business.  Nike’s profits 
soared to $6bn after its Kaepernick ad. UnderArmor’s feminist “I Will What I Want” Campaign had 1.5 billion impressions 
and helped lead to a 28% sales increase. “Woke-washing” is now a term coined to describe brands that flash their 
support for liberal causes without acting substantially towards that cause. 

Yet asking oneself what major brands have done the same for conservatives ideals, particularly around the new 
Trumpian identity, leaves most to recall only a scant few examples from recent memory like Goya Beans, Chick-
Fil-A, and MyPillow. It’s far more common to recall examples of boycotts when a Trump affiliation is unearthed (e.g. 
Soulcycle) than a buycott. This has made Republican ad agencies a rarity- insiders estimate that ad agencies are 85% 
liberal focused.
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For national brands that appeal to a wide audience of liberals and conservatives, this decision is rooted in 
simple math. More liberals (21% of liberals vs 14% of conservatives) say that they “pay a lot of attention to 
brand politics (Morning Consult, 2020). The same study found that conservatives are less likely to boycott a 
brand than liberals, so brands taking liberal stances have less risk of losing their conservative customers than 
vice versa. When addressing Trump, it’s generally advisable for brands to avoid talking about him altogether-- 
whether a brand makes a positive or negative statement about Trump, it will draw more overall backlash than 
benefit. With a pro-Trump statement, 14% of adults become much more favorable to the brand but 25% much 
less favorable. For a negative statement, that ratio is 16% vs 21%.  

National brands with a broad base of both conservative and liberal customers cannot assert a conservative 
identity without potentially incurring the wrath of their liberal customers. Beyond just losing liberal customers, 
those customers may even organize boycotts and contribute to negative PR that further degrades overall 
goodwill and destroys value. The size and ubiquity of national brands have made them inflexible and unable 
to innovate despite the obvious latent demand created by the imbalance between liberal and conservative 
representation. At AE we call this “Assets to Liabilities”-- where resources of large companies that were once 
assets have become too full of friction and impede the ability to innovate. Yet where large brands are too 
constrained to change course, startup brands have a distinct advantage. They have the flexibility to define 
their social and political identity to grow a new customer base that still draws from a pool that is half the US 
population in size.

Assets to Liabilities 

Traditionalist Views from Market Research

Despite this potential advantage, few startups seem to have attracted the American conservative market. In 
fact, the newer big tech companies (e.g. Google, Facebook) do far better with Democrats than Republicans, 
to the point that they’ve been accused of being biased against conservatives. Even Twitter, the most popular 
tech communication platform among conservatives, was still slightly more popular among Democrats (Axios). 
This is partially the result of demographic bias in the population of tech entrepreneurs, who are a distinctly 
liberal group; only 14% identify as Republicans and less than 9% voted for Trump in the 2016 election.  

But startup founders are not just acting on their personal bias when considering their brand identity. Market 
research academics have studied the differing consumer behavior of conservatives versus liberals for decades. 
Results from many studies have pushed the conclusion that conservatives make for poor startup customers. 
For example, conservatives have empirically been established to be high in right-wing authoritarianism (RWA) 
and social dominance orientation (SDO) ideological views. RWA in particular impacts consumer behaviors 
that involve a choice between the status quo and the new alternatives, or between a decision influenced by 
social norms and institutional powers. It’s been found that consumers high in RWA are likely to choose national 
brands over generic or less well-known brands and have a low propensity to buy newly launched products 
(Khan, Misra, and Singh 2013). They also score lower than liberals on novelty seeking (Barra (2014).  

Some studies have shown that liberals are more likely to override habitual processing and are more open 
to new experiences. Liberals’ openness to new experiences (Jost et al. 2003; McCrae 1996) may increase 
their preference for new and unconventional options compared to conservatives, who prefer status-quo 
options, feasible attributes, and utilitarian options. Other studies find that conservatives are less susceptible 
to persuasion to switch and are more persuaded by appealing to stability (vs. change) (Duhachek, Tormala, 
and Han (2014).

These features paint an overall bleak picture of the conservative for new startups trying to convince customers 
to try their new product for the first time. However, based on our primary research at AE, we find that while this 
viewpoint might be directionally correct, it neglects several nuances in conservative consumer behavior that 
can be leveraged to create pools of opportunity for new businesses.
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An Alternate AE Perspective 

To say “conservatives don’t like new things'' is 
no great insight-- in some ways, it is the very 
definition of the term conservative. Overcoming 
this tautology then begs the question: “What are 
the things conservatives like more than they dislike 
newness?” Namely, what are the forces that may 
compel conservatives to buy and subdue their natural 
timidity towards change? Which of these forces are 
behaviors that can be exploited by startups to build 
strong customer interest and loyalty? Our research 
found that conservatives are particularly impacted 
by socially driven mechanisms that can be used as 
levers to attract them to new products, brands, and 
startups.

SOCIAL NORMS

It is recognized today that brand identity is built on top 
of communities of customers. “Brand communities” 
are the cornerstone for building customer loyalty, 
marketing efficiency, and brand authenticity (HBR 
2009). The SDO dimension of conservative identity 
correlates with a high sense of social group hierarchy 
and the importance of differentiation and identity as 
a group (rather than the individual, as for liberals). 
As a consequence, social influence through the 
idea of social norms can be heightened in some 
contexts. For example, much work has been done 
in sustainable consumption and political affiliation. 
In general, protecting the environment through 
government-mandated sustainability is an identifiable 
part of the US liberal political agenda. Studies show 
that conservatives are even less likely to purchase 
an energy-efficient product if it is identified with 
an environmental cause (Gromet, Kunreuther, and 
Larrick 2013).

Yet if the framing of sustainability is restructured 
to center around social norms, this aversion to 
environmental causes by conservatives can be 
reversed. Surprisingly, Kidwell, Farmer, and Hardesty 
(2013) demonstrated that conservatives were more 
likely than liberals to recycle if the recycling program 
highlighted adherence to the social norms (e.g., 
“Join the fight–recycle today!”). Liberals’ recycling 
participation increased when the messaging appealed 
to individualized morals (e.g., “Make a difference—
recycle today!”). However, these norms have to result 
from social affinities rather than external sources. 
For example, Murdock, Irmak, and Thrasher (2014) 
found when faced with a warning label associated 
with a governmental source (e.g., the Food and Drug 

Administration) conservatives are more likely to act 
counter to the warning label, such as smoking more 
or opting for unhealthy food choices.

For startups, the small size of the customer base is a 
boon in creating these tightly knit social communities 
that so strongly influence conservatives. By 
proactively emphasizing aspects of group action as 
well as social differentiation and identity, startups 
can build loyalty and encourage consumer behaviors 
using a community feedback loop that is far more 
effective with conservatives than liberals.

VARIET Y SEEKING BEHAVIOR

Yet the initial question remains, can conservatives’ 
aversion to newness be overcome by social 
pressure? Our research into variety seeking behavior 
by conservatives suggests that it can be. Variety 
seeking is a behavioral mechanism we have studied 
extensively at AE and was introduced in a previous 
newsletter. It describes a consumer's desire to search 
for alternative products even if she or he is satisfied 
with a current product.  

Using a cohort of data from AE portfolio company 
DISQO, we looked at the buying behavior of 56 
thousand Democrats and Republicans. This data set 
includes online shopping purchases from Amazon, 
Walmart, Target, Costco, Kroger, and Macy’s. Using 
a balanced cohort in most other demographics (to 
account for confounding variables), we looked at 
the number of different brands that each customer 
purchased during October 2020. We found that 
Republicans purchased twice as many different 
brands as Democrats, with a significance level of 
above 95%.   We also looked at the number of brands 
that customers view when they search for a product 
and found no difference between Republicans 
and Democrats. This implies that this difference in 
brands is not the result of a difference in product 
consumption by Republicans and Democrats but 
in decision making of what brands to buy when it 
comes to the purchase decision. These results imply 
a stronger variety seeking behavior by Republicans 
than Democrats.

This result seems highly counterintuitive given prior 
research into the aversion by conservatives to novelty. 
Yet these results reproduce other smaller, survey-
driven findings by academics in this area. Fernandes 
and Mandel (2014) surveyed 192 participants and 
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An Alternate AE Perspective (cont’d)

The role of social and political identity will only continue to grow in the future; 31% of Gen Z believe 
corporations should use their influence on political issues, vs 13% of Boomers. (Morning Consult, 
2020). New conservative startups are now starting to litter the landscape. Platforms such as Parler, 
funded by Rebekah Mercer, offer an alternative to Twitter for a broad swath of right wingers. Righter 
and Patrio are dating apps serving conservatives who claim discrimination on Tinder and Bumble. 

Rumble is the Youtube alternative for right-wing content.  

The startup landscape is just beginning to realize the extent that conservative consumer behaviors 
enable viral growth. Yet appealing to conservatives does not necessarily require overt political 
stances. Brands can also leverage behavioral mechanisms to target conservatives by appealing 
to conservative preferences around social hierarchy and normative behavior and encouraging 
community-driven viral growth. Often the product itself, be it a chicken sandwich or a pillow, need 
not be a reflection of political ideology; it’s the construction of a tight-knit conservative community 
around such a product that could lead to viral new product adoption. In our research using DISQO 
data, we looked at the online browsing behavior of a cohort of Democrats and Conservatives and 
saw which of the top 150 websites had more conservative vs. liberal impressions. Some of the 
conservative communities (e.g., Fox News) are obvious, but others (e.g., StitchFix, Weight Watchers, 
WorldWinner) have products that appeal to conservative demographics. By being mindful of the 
political demographic and how they might behave fundamentally differently than liberal customers, 
such startups can accelerate growth and expand into the vacuum that currently exists for half the 

American population.

Implications for the Future

also found that despite their desire for certainty, 
conservatives’ consumption norms result in greater 
variety seeking. Research shows that variety seeking 
is considered a societal norm in the US and Europe. 
It can be viewed as both a descriptive norm of what 
is commonly done and an injunctive norm of what is 
commonly approved. Conservatives' inclinations to 
obey these norms have outweighed their aversion to 
newness by almost twofold in our results. The indirect 
implication for startups is that while conservative 
customers might be averse to trying new products, 
a strong social imperative will overrule that aversion 
and drive even stronger consumption behavior.

VIR AL GROW TH

Virality has often been a driving factor behind 
the inflections in growth for many startups. Often 
this ability to drive word of mouth correlates with 
the nurturing of a brand community of customer 
evangelists. Startups will find that conservatives 
make for better brand evangelists. Mittal, Malshe, 

and Sridhar (2018) showed the systematic differences 
in how conservatives and liberals engage in positive 
versus negative word-of-mouth for different brands, 
and that these differences affected sales. That 
study looked at 50 different brands showed that 
conservatives were generally more likely than liberals 
to simultaneously engage in high positive word of 
mouth and less negative word of mouth.  

The suppression of negative word of mouth by 
conservatives is thought to be the result of their 
stronger system-justification motivation, which 
makes them more accepting of the system currently 
in place. For example, Jung et al. (2017) looked 
at complaint data from the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau, the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration, and the Federal Communications 
Commission. They found that consumers residing in 
conservative counties were less likely to complain 
and to dispute complaint resolution than consumers 
in liberal counties.
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